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Abstract—In this paper we analyze the potential use of under-
utilized TV frequencies to enable high-speed hotspots and data
offloading in trains. We propose a system where the hotspots
connect via TV frequencies to base stations that are located
at the train stations. Using data from the railway network
of Germany and detailed spectrum availability information we
carry out a performance analysis for various realistic scenarios
and configurations of a secondary system that relies on LTE
technologies. Our analysis shows that sustainable data rates
beyond 20 Mbps per train can be achieved in all considered
scenarios, and that a proposed modified spectrum policy for
authorized shared access of the secondary system will yield near-
universal coverage. The results show that it would be possible
to provide cost-efficient broadband connectivity for a national
high-speed train network by using unused TV frequencies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Commuting is an essential part of the working life in many
countries, and it is becoming even more common as distances
between work places and affordable housing increase. Es-
pecially in Europe the dense and high quality rail network
is an attractive means of commuter transportation, but as
people are spending increasing time on trains they want to
use their journey time efficiently by working, surfing the web,
or watching videos. However, providing robust broadband con-
nection to high-speed trains is not without challenges due to
shielding, insufficient wireless infrastructure near rural tracks,
and the sheer number of potential users inside each train
cabin. Enabling high-speed wireless access for passengers,
particularly through offloading traffic, has thus emerged as
a major R&D interest and business opportunity for wireless
network operators and transport companies alike.

In this paper we study a data offloading strategy that uses
frequencies in the TV whitespaces (TVWS) to lower the
commuting-incurred high load on the existing general purpose
cellular networks. The attractive propagation characteristics
of lower frequencies combined with an opportunity to use
large bandwidths make these underutilized UHF frequencies
promising for such (offloading) applications. However, ear-
lier works on TVWS-enhanced cellular networks, e.g. [1],
show that coverage and power constraints are challenging.
We propose and evaluate a different approach for authorized
shared access (ASA) [2] in train networks, where data traffic
of passengers on board of trains is offloaded using cabin Wi-Fi
hotspots, whereby backhaul connectivity is provided through a

TVWS-enabled LTE-like system. Many high-speed trains are
already equipped with similar satellite-based setups [3], and
no new user hardware would be required. Thus, we consider
our approach to be a particularly interesting use case and
worthwhile alternative for future TVWS usage.

To study the potentials of TVWS-enabled train connectivity,
we propose a realistic system model that closely resembles
existing backhaul setups. The assessment is carried out using
real data that was retrieved from publicly available databases
of train movements in the German high-speed train network,
and detailed spectrum availability information. The analysis is
done partially using our spectrum assessment tool, details of
which can be found in [4]. Our case study indicates that even
under conservative assumptions downlink data rates for the
simulated network of more than 20 Mbps can be realistically
achieved, which is a major improvement over existing setups.
We have evaluated various scenarios of train TVWS usage in
order to identify benefits and shortcomings of our proposed
offloading system. While our case study is entirely based
on the German railway network, we consider it relevant and
indicative for other similar deployments.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we propose
a system model for the deployment of a TVWS-enabled train
network. We discuss the ensuing design space for a licensed
secondary use of TVWS for the train model and the constraints
due to limited transmitter performance in Section III. The
results of our extensive simulation studies for the TVWS and
railway network of Germany are presented in Section IV. The
paper is concluded in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

For our study let us assume that, similarly to satellite uplink
connections [3], each train is equipped with a directional
antenna installation that provides a backhaul connection for
one or more Wi-Fi hotspots in each cabin. Perfect directivity
is assumed, which makes interference towards other trains
or the primary network negligible. We furthermore assume
that BSs are deployed on exposed positions at each train
station in the network, which we deem most cost-efficient
given that train operators often own these premises. Each BS
operates using a subset of the locally available TVWS channels
Ci ⊆ Ci, and employs an omni-directional antenna to cover
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all tracks leading to the particular station1. No sectorization is
implemented, thus, all reported results constitute conservative
estimates. Each BS serves all trains on tracks that directly
connect to the particular train station, a handover occurs half-
way to the next train station. How well this strategy performs
in comparison to regular assignment methods will be discussed
in Section IV-D.

Train connectivity is established using standard LTE [5]
equipment, which corresponds to other modified standard
setups for railway connectivity, e.g. GSM-R [6]. Operating the
network in TDD mode is most promising for TVWS systems,
since this alleviates the requirement of paired spectrum. Down-
link capacity is to be maximized, which means that NDSF = 8
out of 10 subframes of each TDD frame are assigned to the
downlink direction.

A. Achievable Downlink Throughput

The achievable per-channel link throughput Tc, c ∈ Ci, for
a single train is calculated as [7]

Tc =
2× 84×NRB ×NS ×NDSF ×RC ×RM

10 ms
, (1)

where NS is the number of spatial streams, RC is the code rate,
and RM is the number of bits per OFDM symbol as determined
by the employed modulation scheme M . NRB is the number of
used resource blocks, which ultimately determines the system
bandwidth. Since LTE supports continuous bandwidths of 1.4–
20 MHz, we need to find a setting that optimizes system-wide
TVWS spectrum exploitation capabilities while adhering to
primary system interference protection rules. We will discuss
the ensuing design space for a TVWS network operator in
more detail in Section III.

Unconstrained per-train aggregation of carriers allows to
calculate the individual train throughput as T =

∑
c∈Ci

Tc.
RC and M are selected in order to maximize throughput at
a given per-channel SINR, Sc. The thresholds we use in this
paper for determining the supported transceiver configurations
with regard to the SINR are taken from [5]. The SINR at the
train-mounted receiver is calculated as

Sc = PTX − L(dBS→T)− IM(M) + DG (2)

−10 log10

(
10

N0+NF
10 + 10

PI,c
10

)
,

where PTX is the transmit power of the BS, IM(M) is a
modulation-specific implementation margin, and DG is the
diversity gain of the system. The intrinsic noise of the receiver,
which includes the noise power N0 plus noise figure NF,
adds to the interference from the primary system PI,c. L(·)
is a distance-dependent pathloss model, for which we use the
Okumura-Hata model [8] unless stated otherwise.

III. TRANSMIT POWER AND BANDWIDTH OF SECONDARY
LTE-TVWS LINKS

Current regulations emphasize the use of TVWS frequencies
for low-power operations by opportunistic Wi-Fi-like setups.

1We discuss a potential channel allocation strategy in Section IV-A.

As a result, regulators have limited secondary transmit powers
to, e.g., 36 dBm in the U.S., whereby for mobile nodes often
stricter limits apply [9]. Our proposed secondary backhaul
solution would thus need a dense BS networks to achieve
good coverage, which may turn out to be economically pro-
hibitive [1]. Instead, viable ASA policies will need to allow
higher transmit powers, but must equally protect primary re-
ceivers through larger transmitter separation. In the following,
we explore the arising policy design space, and also show
how leakage from standard LTE transmitters practically limits
secondary exploitation capabilities.

A. No-Talk Zone and Secondary Transmit Power
Policy-based primary protection is achieved by enforcing a

so-called no-talk zone for the secondary system around each
potential TV receiver. The radius of this zone, rNTR, can be
calculated using the methodology described in [10]. For the
calculation, first the SNR of a default TV receiver at the edge
of the broadcasting coverage region is found, e.g. 14.4 dB for
a primary DVB-T system operating with 16-QAM and 2/3
FEC [11]. Secondary interference lowers the perceived SNR
and yields an SINR for which SINR ≤ SNR − ∆, where ∆
is a policy parameter. In order to meet this constraint, the
secondary system must limit its transmit power PTX such that

10 log10

(
10

PTX−L(rNTR)

10 + 10
N0
10

)
< N0 + ∆. (3)

In our case study we require ∆ = 3 dB to achieve similar
protection as existing FCC ruling [9], where the secondary
interference power at the TV receiver equals N0.
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Fig. 1. No-talk zone radius rNTR and permissible secondary transmit power
PTX for a secondary LTE-TVWS BS. The assumed secondary BS is mounted
30 m above ground clutter, the primary TV transmitter transmits at 76 dBm
with an antenna 100 m above ground clutter. ∆ = 3 dB, which yields the
permissible powers that we show in red. Maximum cell coverage (requiring
Sc > −5.1 dB) is calculated incorporating primary interference (bashed
black line) and is compared against a cellular network configuration with
the same transmit power but without primary interference (solid black line).
Interference from primary is calculated using the ITU P.1546-5 model [12].

In Figure 1 we show the relationship between rNTR and
PTX for a reference scenario. For the most robust encoding
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supported in LTE (RC = 1/2 and QPSK modulation), we
also show the worst case for the resulting distance to the BS
cell coverage edge using (3). Due to the higher interference
originating from the primary network, coverage is reduced
compared to a BS that operates with an exclusive spectrum
resource allocation. In order to provide full coverage, the
network operator will need to agree with the regulator on
a higher secondary transmit power that suffices to maintain
connectivity to trains located within the targeted coverage
region. Further deployment of intermediate BS is possible, but
as argued earlier would eventually increase overall costs.

B. Occupied Bandwidth and Adjacent Channel Leakage

LTE supports different carrier bandwidths to match spec-
trum allocations for different frequencies and administrative
domains. In order to fit to a single fixed 8 MHz TVWS
channel, bandwidths of B = 1.4, 3, and 5 MHz may be
used. Additionally, if multiple adjacent TVWS channels are
aggregated, larger bandwidth options arise. While theoretically
the maximum single-channel bandwidth of B = 5 MHz would
maximize TVWS exploitation capabilities, we found that prac-
tical high-power TVWS deployments such as in the envisioned
train network are severely constrained by the radiation of their
BSs outside the carrier frequencies. The LTE standard [13]
demands that for a BS the adjacent channel leakage power PL
is merely limited to

PL [dBm] ≤


−75 + 10 log10(B), if PTX <

−30 + 10 log10(B)

PTX − 45 otherwise.
(4)

This limit individually applies to the first two frequency
bands of width B below and above the used LTE carrier.
Consequently, the entire out-of-band radiation of a BS op-
erating at, e.g., PTX = 43 dBm could become as high as
4 dBm2. In contrast, the FCC rulings state that the leakage
power to adjacent TV channels must remain below -36.8 dBm
(72.8 dB ACLR for the highest-power secondary transmitter).
The adjacent channel protection requirements therefore cannot
be met with LTE standard equipment operating at sufficiently
high transmit powers. Instead, all secondary LTE leakage
power must be confined within the TV channel in which the
carrier is located.

In Figure 2 we compare the number of 1.4 MHz carriers
supported in the TVWS of Germany with the number of
supported 3 MHz carriers in order to illustrate the effect of this
limitation on spectrum availability. The large TVWS channel
fragmentation, which originates from an inter-system interfer-
ence minimization strategy of the broadcasters, leaves only
few sufficiently large aggregate channel chunks to fit higher-
bandwidth carriers. Therefore, for the rest of our study we have
selected the smallest possible carrier bandwidth B = 1.4 MHz
as a reference for the assessment.

2For PTX = 43 dBm, PL = −2 dBm. For 4 frequency bands, the sum
leakage becomes P s

L = PL + 6 = 4 dBm.
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(a) 1.4 MHz.

0 2 4 6 8 10

(b) 3 MHz.

Fig. 2. Number of locally available LTE carriers for different carrier
bandwidths B. The figures are calculated for a permissible secondary transmit
power of PTX = 43 dBm, for which a no-talk zone radius of rNTR = 21.2 km
is required. In subfigure (a), a single accessible TVWS channel is required
to fit the LTE carrier, in subfigure (b), two adjacent TVWS channels are
necessary in order to meet the adjacent channel power leakage requirements.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the following, we report on the findings from our
extensive simulations. Firstly, we will present our results on
the connectivity of a single train driving from North to South
Germany which we have carried out in order to identify a
potential spectrum shortage in the TVWS-enabled network.
Secondly, we will present throughput statistics for a single,
high-frequency train station to compare the performance of
different LTE resource scheduling strategies. Finally, we will
provide aggregate throughput statistics for a large subset of the
railway network, focusing here on the train-to-BS assignment
strategy.

A. Simulation Outline

We implemented a custom MATLAB simulator to track
train movements in Germany. Publicly available data from the
website Zugmonitor [14] was used to generate a database of
current locations and movements of all high-speed trains in
the county. The website lists departures and arrivals in all train
stations en route, including delays and dwell times. Through
OpenStreetMap [15] we were able to extract geographical
coordinates of used tracks. As no velocity information is made
available, the average speed between two train stations was
used as a reference.

For finding available TVWS channels, we have used our
earlier developed spectrum assessment tool [4]. The tool uses
a database of TV transmitter locations and precise transmission
parameters to calculate expected signal strength levels. We ap-
plied the terrain-aware Longley-Rice propagation model [16]
to incorporate terrain information into the calculation process.
Protection requirements were derived using the protection
model derived in Section III-A. Based on the observed dis-
tances between adjacent train stations, we empirically found
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that for the considered railway network BS cell radii of
approximately rC = 12 km are necessary in order to provide
sufficient coverage if only BSs located at train stations are
considered. Drawing from our calculations in Section III-A,
this requires BS transmit powers of PTX = 43 dBm, for which
the no-talk zone must exceed rNTR = 21.2 km.

A simple channel allocation strategy was used to minimize
interference between BSs located at adjacent train stations. We
model the train network as a graph G = ({νi}, {εi,j}), where
each vertex νi represents a BS with available channels Ci. An
edge εi,j exists iff train station i and j are directly connected
through a track. We demand that each BS uses only a subset
Ci ⊆ Ci of its channels so that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ if εi,j ∈ G. Jain’s
fairness index [17] was used as criterion for determining the
fitness of distribution of channel assignments between BSs. It
is calculated as

J({Ci}) =

(∑
i

|Ci|
)2

∑
i

|Ci|2
, (5)

where | · | is the cardinality of the set. We implemented a
heuristic search algorithm through which we were able to
identify near optimal distributions with J = 0.911, where
J = 1 equals a perfectly even channel distribution. We
note that better allocation strategies are plausible which may
take network load and spectrum availability at different BSs
and over time into account. We are furthermore neglecting
interference between spatially adjacent BSs, but find this
a reasonable approximation given that directional antennas
pointing towards the served tracks may be used. Thus, the
presented performance figures here are a worst-case estimate
of the achievable performance w.r.t. to the channel allocation,
but with best case intra-BSs interference avoidance.

B. Single Track Simulations

We have simulated the 6 hour journey of ICE 789, a high-
speed train that connects Hamburg in North Germany with
Munich in South Germany covering over 600 km of tracks,
see Figure 3a, to determine network connectivity. We assume
that passengers onboard this ICE are the only user of the
TVWS-enabled train network, thus the performance metrics
here constitute the upper bound on the achievable downlink
throughput. Two major cases have been taken into account: If
the directional train antenna is pointing towards the primary
TV transmitter, the primary interference signal is amplified by
G = 14 dBi. However, this rarely occurs, because it requires
for the train, BS, and the primary transmitter to align within
the main lobe angular spread of the train. Figure 3b shows
that generally continuous connectivity is achieved, and that
the train transceiver would be disconnected due to primary
interference only when train stations are located far apart,
e.g. between Hannover, Goettingen, and Fulda. The offered
link throughput in areas with denser BS deployments is
almost equivalent to that of an exclusive LTE train network
with the same spectrum allocation but for which no primary

interference is present. The overall performance is shaped by
the spectrum availability, and exceeds 15 Mbps in 90 % of
cases as we show in Figure 3c. Primary interference plays only
a minor role in more urban areas, but significantly lowers the
achievable throughput in rural environments with fewer BSs.

C. Train Hub Simulations

We have selected Hannover main station, one of the largest
hubs for high-speed trains in Germany, for the next part of our
analysis. Following the channel allocation strategy discussed
in Section IV-A, 3 TV channels are available to the BS located
here. Over the course of the day, these resources need to be
shared between up to 5 trains that enter into the coverage
area via different tracks, constituting the largest concurrent
assignment in the Northern German train network.

We have implement two different resource scheduling algo-
rithms, namely equal bandwidth allocation, where the avail-
able resource blocks are shared equally between all trains,
and equal rate allocation, where the achievable throughput per
resource block is taken into account. Given the limited number
of concurrent network users, this semi-static allocation strategy
is considered appropriate. Here, for the envisioned 1.4 MHz
carrier bandwidth, the number of resource blocks N j

RB per
train j ∈ Ai is assigned instantaneously as

N j
RB =

6× |Ci|
Rj

C ×R
j
M
∑

Ai
Rk

C ×Rk
M

. (6)

In Figure 4 we show the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the instantaneous total downlink throughput of the
Hannover BS for the two scheduling mechanisms. A maximum
throughput of 23.2 Mbps is observed when all trains in the
cell are close enough to operate at maximum modulation and
coding rate. When modulation/coding rate asymmetries occur,
equal bandwidth schedules outperforms equal rate scheduling
from the network perspective, because no additional resources
are assigned to increase the rate of further-away trains at the
cost of trains close to the BS. Overall, the sum throughput
universally exceeds 14.5 Mbps. High spectral efficiency is
reached, i.e. in almost 80 % of cases a data rate of at least
21.8 Mbps is offered. Even with limited TVWS resources and
a relatively large number of trains data rates beyond those of
existing satellite uplinks are thus likely to be reached.

Total downlink statistics determine the spectral efficiency
from the network perspective. However, from the user per-
spective per-train data rates are of major concern as these
indicate the usage experience. Rapid SINR fluctuations and
large relative SINR variations occur if one of the trains
becomes collinear with the primary transmitter, i.e., when
the main lobe of the directional antenna on the train is
pointing towards the BS and the primary transmitter. This
may eventually lead to instantaneous drops in data rate, which
negatively affect ongoing data transmissions, and should thus
be compensated for. In Figure 5 we illustrate how the resource
scheduling mechanisms perform under these circumstances.
The quantile-quantile plot of the offered per-train downlink
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(b) Achievable link throughput over time.
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Fig. 3. Simulation of a train journey from Hamburg (North) to Munich (South). In subfigure (a) the train route is depicted, for which the BS locations
are indicated through black squares. Subfigure (b) illustrates the link throughput over time for the journey. Passing of BS locations is indicated through blue
marks.The solid black line shows the common case when the train, the LTE-BS and the primary TV transmitter are not collinear, i.e. the train-mounted antenna
amplifies only the BS signal. The dashed line shows the exceptional case when train, LTE-BS, and TV transmitter are collinear, i.e. the perceived primary
interference is increased by the gain of the directional antenna. For comparison, we show in red a scenario where the same channel allocation is used but
no primary interference is present, i.e. the LTE train network uses these frequencies exclusively. Equivalently, subfigure (c) shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the offered link throughput.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution function of the sum offered throughput to all
trains passing through Hannover main station. In black we show the rate if
equal bandwidth scheduling is used at the LTE-BS. In red, figures for equal
rate scheduling are displayed.

throughput shows that for low offered rates, equal rate assign-
ment outperforms equal bandwidth assignment regardless of
collinearity with the primary transmitter. However, for offered
data rates beyond 6 Mbps and up to 11 Mbps, equal bandwidth
scheduling is better. Once higher rates are achievable, i.e. when
a train comes very close to the BS, both assignment strategies
perform similarly. We found that this is due to the overall high
SINR where the higher primary interference does not lead to
any degradation of supported modulation or coding rate.

D. Large Network Simulations

Our final assessment builds on a simulation of a regular
work day with 132 individual high-speed train traces in a
region in the North of Germany, see Figure 6. A train trace
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Fig. 5. Quantile-quantile plot of the per-train offered throughput for the
Hannover main station scenario. We compare the scheduling strategies in two
different primary interference scenarios. Black dots show the regular scenario
when no train collinear with the primary TV transmitter, red squares show a
scenario when only the reference train is collinear with the primary transmitter.

is comprised of a starting and ending train station, with any
intermediate routes through one of 89 train stations in the
region. Some of the tracks included in this simulation have
been subject to the earlier studies in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
Overall, high throughputs are pertained on most routes in the
simulation area. Due to concurrent frequency usage, only in
the metropolitan region of Hamburg per-train data rates drop
below 10 Mbps. We found that this is due to an assignment of
multiple trains to a BS nearby Hamburg main station where
only 2 TVWS channels are available. Enhanced offloading
strategies, where, e.g., trains could remain assigned to one
BS longer, are likely to improve data rates. As discussed
in Section IV-B, the route departing from Hannover to the
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South suffers from the sparsity of intermediate train stations,
whereby additional BSs could eliminate the observed outage.
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Fig. 6. Large network setup in Northern Germany. For the color-coded
locations we show the peak throughput in Mbps in simulations with equal
bandwidth scheduling and assignment of trains to the closest train station per
track.

Our assignment strategy demands that trains are served by
the closest BS along the track which the train uses. This
differs from regular assignment strategies in cellular networks,
where often users are assigned to the closest BS with regard
to some distance metric (assuming regular radio propagation
characteristics). In order to assess the effects of this deviation,
we show in Figure 7 the CDFs of achievable throughputs for
the whole network, but with different assignment strategies.
In accordance with our results from Section IV-C, equal
bandwidth throughput yields better performance for individual
users. These results become more prominent due to the fact
that relative to the overall network size only few locations
exist where low modulation and coding rates are used. At
higher aggregate data rates, the difference between scheduling
strategies even out, which supports the intuitive understanding
that scheduling strategies in networks with few users pri-
marily affect users operating under more challenging relative
operation conditions, i.e. lower modulation rates and coding.
However, the comparison of the CDFs also shows that the
selected on-track assignment strategy performs marginally
better than a regular distance-based assignment. Comparing
individual train traces, we found that this originates from the
underlying load balancing that naturally occurs in a scheduled
railway network. Train schedules are optimized to minimize
co-use of train tracks for the obvious reason of maximizing
track network throughput, i.e. the overall BS network load
is balanced better if it follows the balancing of the train
schedules. We note that different results are plausible if a
different BS placement is assumed, and that even higher data
rates can be achieved if load balancing based on per-BS
spectrum availability is introduced into the system.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution function of the individual throughput of trains
in the large network deployment. Black lines show the network performance
when trains are assigned according to the used track to the closest BS in a
train station. In red we show comparative figures when trains are assigned
to the closest BS according to distance. Solid lines denote equal bandwidth
scheduling, dashed lines show equal rate scheduling figures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented here an extensive case study on the
potential use of TVWS frequencies for train hotspots. Our
simulations for the railway network of Germany show that
universal coverage can be safely achieved, if a moderate
number of extra BSs is installed nearby longer inter-city tracks
in addition to BSs at each station. This is a very promising
and realistic scenario given that the existing infrastructure of
the current train networks, e.g. GSM- R, is already deployed
at other key points. Thus we conclude that such TVWS-LTE
deployment for a train network would be economically viable.
We estimate that for heavily used train stations and tracks
in Northern Germany data rates beyond 20 Mbps could be
provided in 80 % of locations, which constitutes a substantial
improvement over existing solutions.

Our system-level analysis of the policy design shows that
a moderate increase in no-talk zone radii will yield sufficient
secondary power budgets while maintain good spectrum avail-
ability. However, for a standard-compliant LTE system the per-
carrier bandwidth use would need to be limited to 1.4 MHz in
order to minimize adjacent channel leakage. This constraint
may be lifted if tighter leakage bounds for LTE equipment
would be enforced.

We note that our results have been derived by simply
assuming that the closest BS for a train is also its serving BS.
We presume that if more elaborate schemes which better bal-
ance network load depending on capacity demand and TVWS
availability were to be used, even higher performance could
be achieved. Nevertheless, we believe that already this basic
analysis shows that TVWS enabled train-communications sys-
tem is not only technically feasible but also an economically
realistic option.
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